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World Economy, Trade, Crude:
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We witnessed robust global economic growth for a second year in a row with the global economy growing at ~3.7%.However,unlike 2017,growth was less

synchronous,as Emerging Markets (EMs) were slowing down while US economy remained strong.The IMF said in an update to its World Economic Outlook

that itwas now predicting 3.7% global growth in 2019,down from itsJulyforecast of 3.9% growth for both years,but still a strong global growth in 2019.The

IMF cut its 2019 U.S. growth forecast to 2.5% from 2.7% previously, while it cut China's 2019 growth forecast to 6.2% from 6.4%. Equity markets are a

function of economic strength.Were these (US,China,Euro,Japan) to show slower economic growth,reserve banks will take a pause on hiking rates,which

should possibly lead to dollar inflows in to emerging markets like India where economy is likely to still grow at ~7.1-7.4% in to FY20 (estimates basis various

agencies). Issues to closely watch out for are: Brexit,trade wars, Italy's fight with European Union,renewed US sanctions against Iran,a Chinese debt issues,

jittery stock markets,intermittent capital flightfrom developing nations.

Global crude oil benchmark prices are off ~20% in CY2018 and ~40% offthe highs seen in October 2018 due to excess supply build-up over demand,and Iran

sanctions getting a reprieve. We expect crude to be range bound for the first half of 2019, after which, basis demand outlook, more producer supply cuts

can come through and also six month forbearance window given by US to Iran oil buyers comes to an end.

Key domestic factors:

2019,“A tale of two halves”:
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In India interest rates went up (despite weak business cycle), leading to capital flight and dollar strength. Further, the increased rhetoric on the trade wars

only added fuel to fire for (EMs).This along with higher oil prices was the main reason for accentuated liquidity tightening in India which brought the credit

markets to a complete standstill.

On the domestic front,while liquidity crisis stole the showfor 2018,there was some good news to cheer.First,earnings performance was much better across

sectors (albeit a low base). Consumer staple companies posted double digit topline growth for four consecutive quarters, aided by strong rural growth

owing to farm loan waivers.Second,on the investment front,cement companies posted double digit volume growth after many years (although pricing still

remains weak) and industrial companies reported a healthy mid-teens topline growth aided by government push. Lastly, on the banking front, a few large

resolutions took place,setting the trend,which is likelyto continue.

CPI inflation dropped 105bps to 2.33%,led byvegetables and core inflation moderated to 5.7% from 6.1% in October. Inflation trajectory is seen softerthan

earlier,underlining a pause through FY19 and may be a case for an early rate cut also.Positive inflation and industrial output data is comforting.

We expect inflation to remain muted and under the 4% target, assuming stable fuel prices. IIP growth jumped to 8.1% on base effects, primary goods and

infrastructure. For November 2018,WPI inflation was 4.64% (Consensus estimates: 4.6%) vs. 5.28% last month and 4.02% in November last year. Monthly

(MoM) inflation decreased by 10bps vs.70bps change last month.

Q2FY19 CAD widened to 2.9% of GDP vs. 2.4% last quarter, led by higher imports led by Oil (price rise) and also electronics. Q2FY19 GDP/GVA grew at

7.1%/6.9%,our expectation (7.5%/7.3%). Q3 will likely be better due to sharply lower oil prices and stronger Rupee.

India's manufacturing sector improved further in December,amid companies' move to scale up production and employment to respond to new orders.The

Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index, or PMI,was adjusted to 53.2 in December from 54.0 in November. It's particularly encouraging to

see the quarterly PMI average climb to its highest mark since Q3FY12,suggesting thatthe sector made a robust contribution to GDP.
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We ended 2018 with muted Nifty returns of 3% (in rupee terms),but still outperforming most of the EMs.Our valuation premium to EMs is now at 70% (vs.

10 year average of 40%) – a testimony of investors faith on India. However, there was a big sectoral rotation with investors favouring 'defensives' and 'large

caps' over midcaps and high beta names.

First half will be dominated by general elections expectations. Hence, in first half of 2019, it is prudent to run a relatively defensive large cap portfolio with

sectoral exposure to Banks, Consumer staples, IT & Pharmaceuticals, while keeping an eye out for opportunities that expectation swings might throw up.

We do expect a possible rate cut in 1st half of 2019 on 'in-control' inflation expectations. The second half of the year,post elections,should be a return to a

more optimistic normal—with a more risk-neutral corporate sector and an opportunity to ride a more buoyant, but a long-time-coming business cycle.We

expect strong earnings revival,especially once election outcome is known.

Key investmentthemes to play in 2019 are 1) large-cap over other categories,2) defensive sectors led by IT,FMCG & Select Private banks (largely coming out

of the woods) over cyclical and 3) 'rural' over (possible populist measures by the Centre and State governments to continue in election heavy year) urban in

2019.Stable to falling crude and INR appreciation can be strong tailwinds to market behaviour.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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Fiscal Deficit

Foreign Fund Flows

Monetary Policy Minutes - RBI (MPC) 5th Bi-monthly meeting. Dec 3rd-5th, 2018

� The MPC's six-members had unanimously decided to leave policy rates unchanged at the monetary policy meeting on December 5th. The RBI MPC minutes highlighted the

uncertainty surrounding the sustenance of the low inflation trajectory,especially food- in sync with the policy statement.The committee would thus prefer to wait for more data

to see for how long price pressure and growth momentum would remain soft,according to minutes of its Dec.5 meeting published on the 19th.

Outlook

Liquidity
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Liquidity moved deeper in deficit overall for the month of December. Banking system liquidity which started the month at a deficit of 23,484cr, was aided by government

spending up to the 1stweek,even turning positive for a single day on the 3rd.Liquidity continued to worsen on tax payments,peaking at a deficit of 1.86 lakh cr on the 26th before

ending the month at a deficit of 94,262 cr. The central bank aggressively stepped up its OMO purchase to add liquidity to the system. The RBI conducted 5 OMO purchase

auctions during the month injecting 50,000 cr of durable liquidity into the banking system.It has so far bought securities worth 1.86 lakh cr in April-December,and has indicated

that it could further purchase up to 1.5 lakh cr more inJanuary-March 2019 if required.

RBI injected liquidity, under its LAF, of just over 1 lakh cr on a daily net average basis in December, compared to over 80,000 cr in the previous month. The

weighted average call rate (WACR) traded above the policy repo rate on 6 out of the 23 traded days,staying on average 5 bps above the repo rate in the 4th week of the month.The

WACR,on an average forthe month,was 7 bps belowthe policy repo rate.
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Debt Market Commentary
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The debt market would likely continue to gradually tread higher, as comfort on central bank policy and a steep fall in inflation, have all but ruled out any further hikes in policy

interest rates. The market will continue to track incremental macro data – crude oil prices, the inflation outcome, the movement in the INR and the U.S monetary policy stance

impact on foreign (FPI) flows. Inflation dynamics are likely to determine nominal yields on the long horizon while short-term yields will continue to be driven primarily by the

liquidity scenario.

Fundamental factors - CAD, foreign flows and the USD Index will determine the INR lever going forward. The receding market expectation of rate hikes by the U.S. Fed, slowing

global economic growth and easing trade tensions between the U.S and China should support emerging market currencies,including the INR.

The front end ofthe yield curve provides good carry offering an attractive opportunityfor investors to lock in relatively higheryields in the top rated credit segmentfrom a 2-3 year

perspective.The current macro scenario builds a case for being long on duration,although the uptick going forward is likely to be gradual.The next major anticipated event for the

market is the RBI monetary policy meeting on February 07, 2019. Medium to long term part of the curve would consolidate at current levels in the absence of any sustained

triggers eitherway.

The Dynamic bond fund is a good option for investors looking to invest in a scheme that takes active interest rate calls.The Short term fund offers a portfolio to investors with a

more than 1-year investment horizon.The Ultra short term and the Savings fund are low duration schemes ideal for investors with an investment horizon of a few weeks up to few

months and seeking returns that are higherthan a plain vanilla liquid fund.The liquid fund forever remains a smart option for deployment of overnightfunds.

� Foreign funds (FPIs) were net buyers of Indian debt for the 2nd consecutive month in December. FPIs purchased (net) debt worth 4,749 cr in December having purchased (net)

debt worth 5,610 cr in the previous month. FPI's have sold (net) Indian debt worth 47,795 cr in 2018.The foreign exchange reserves were at $393.3 billion as on December 21,

2018 marginally down from $393.7 billion on November 30,2018.RBI resumed heavy intervention in the foreign exchange market to soften INR volatility,selling (net) $7.2 billion

in the spot foreign exchange market in October.The RBI had sold (net) just 31 million in the spot market in the previous month.RBI was seen to have resumed USD buying in the

1stweek of November as the INR reversed its run of depreciation amidst lowervolatility
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� The central government reported a fiscal deficit of 7.17 lakh cr for April-November or 114.8% of the budgeted target for FY 2019,compared with 6.12 lakh cr (112%) a year ago.

The deficit was at 6.49 lakh cr (103.9%) for April-October FY 2019,reported in the previous month.The government expects to meet its FY 2019 fiscal deficit target of 6.24 lakh

cr,or 3.3% of GDP,having met its FY 2018 target of 3.5% of GDP.
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Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics

Global

� The Federal Reserve raised interest rates this month,for the 4th time in 2018 by 25 bps to 2.25%-2.5%,putting the Fed funds rate at its highest level since March of 2008.The Fed's

latest dot plot now shows the FOMC's median forecast calling for 2 rate hikes in 2019, down from 3 in September. It also tempered its expectations for economic growth and

Inflation this year and next. Though the policy was seen as less 'Dovish' than expected the FED has clearly acknowledged the need for lesser tightening with the change in

language and the new dot plot — suggesting that it is nearing what it sees as the end of the current tightening cycle with the future course of actions more likely to be data

dependent. The 2-year Treasury note yield fell 32bps in December, its largest such move since Nov. 2008 while the 10-year and the 30-year bond yields fell 33bps and 29bps

respectively,which was their largest such move since June 2016.In Europe the ECB confirmed that its quantitative easing (QE) extended asset purchase programme would come

to an end after almost 4 years.However,APP's bond and security payments will be reinvested for an indefinite time to soften QE's end.Moreover, its primary interest rate at-0.4%

and the main refinancing rate at 0% stay unchanged.

Fixed Income markets

� Debt markets rose for the 3rd consecutive month in December as a sharp drop in Inflation fuelled expectations of a change in the RBI’s monetary policy stance and on aggressive

OMO purchases by the central bank to inject liquidity into the banking system.The change of guard at the central bank earlier in the month also aided sentiment as the new RBI

Governor is being viewed as having a different outlook on interest rates,especially in light of high real rates prevailing.Most macro factors that have adversely affected the market

through the year have turned more favorable.Stability in the INR has aided foreign (FPI) inflows.The benchmark 10-year G-sec yield softened 24 bps in December. It fell 65 bps in

Q3FY19, its largest quarterly fall since Q3FY15. INR was marginally stronger against the USD closing the month at 69.56 amidst lesser volatility. Crude oil prices continued to

slide on expectations of lower demand due to slowing global economic growth.The benchmark Brent crude oil contractfell further by 8% this month to $53.8 per barrel.
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